The DYA envisions supporting TU Delft to be an inspiring, safe, and inclusive environment for early career academics to achieve their full potential in a world-class research and education environment.

Delft Young Academy

Are you interested to learn more about our plans, and to become a partner or active participant? Get in touch with us through any of these following channels:

Delft Young Academy

@delft_young

dya@tudelft.nl

www.tudelft.nl/en/dya

Register Here!
Who we are

The Delft Young Academy (DYA) is a community that supports the development of future leaders of TU Delft in their early academic careers and stimulates their cooperation. It joins an informal network of Young Academies established at other Dutch universities, following the lead of the Nationale Jonge Akademie. A board composed of eleven Assistant/Associate Professors and Postdocs across the eight faculties of TU Delft represents the Delft Young Academy, which is open for early career academics of TU Delft until ten years after their PhD graduation.

What we do

To fulfil our mission, we are active behind the scenes as a critical friends in relevant discussions. We are developing a wide-ranging program of activities, including the organization of topical lunches in which we discuss themes relevant to the DYA community, involvement in the organization of a Postdoc career event, setting up inter-faculty cooperation initiatives for early career scholars, and much more.

Meet the board here:

Our mission:

As a Delft Young Academy, our focus is on early career academics. The Delft Young Academy envisions supporting TU Delft to be an inspiring, safe, and inclusive environment for early career academics to achieve their full potential in a world-class research and education environment.

Our mission is to:

- Spark dialogue and cooperation between young members from all the faculties.
- Facilitate the integration of early career academics and the development of a vision on academic policy focused on this group, ensuring that our voices are heard and valued.
- Support the professional development and fair assessment of early career academics.
- Connect science, technology and design with society.